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Abstract

Ramsey’s Game is a two player combinatorial game, which is played on a complete graph Kn of n
vertices, where n ∈ ℕ and n > 3. All edges e ∈ Kn can be coloured with one of two colours. At
the start of the game, all e ∈ Kn are colourless. The starting player and non-starting player are
assigned colours. During a player’s turn, that player selects a colourless e ∈ Kn and colour e
with their respective colours. The player that first obtains a monochromatic cycle graph of three
vertices of their colour wins the game. The winning strategies for both Ramsey’s Game, its
extended form and a modified variation of the misėre of Ramsey’s Game (Monochromatic Misėre
of Ramsey’s Game) were investigated, and the mathematical proof for the strategies were
thoroughly discussed. Graph theory and combinatorial thinking was applied with the assistance
of diagrams as a form of verification of such strategies discussed. Proposed winning strategies
for Ramsey’s Game, its extended form and the Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game were
proven using rigorous mathematical proof.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Terminology

Term

Definition

Complete graph

Graph K with n vertices such that for any two vertices vi and vj
satisfying vi ,vj ∈ K, there exists a unique e (vi , vj) ∈ K

Cycle graph

Subgraph of a graph K, which consists of a sequence of n vertices v1 ,
v2 , … , vn and n edges e (v1 , v2) , e (v2 , v3) ,… , e (vn-1 , vn), e (vn , v1)

Kn

Finite, complete graph of n vertices

Dn

Finite, cycle graph of n vertices

(Dm , n)

Ramsey’s Game played on a finite, complete graph Kn where the
player that first introduces an edge such that a monochromatic Dm in
the graph of Kn forms this way wins the game.

e (vi , vj)

Edge that is incident upon vertices vi and vj (Note that this function is
unique as no parallel edges exist in a complete graph. Also observe
that e (vi , vj) ≡ e (vj , vi))

{i}

i ≡ {i} (mod n)

vi is exposed

vi has a degree of 0 (i.e. no edge is incident upon vi )

vi is covered

vi has a degree more than 0 (i.e. at least one edge is incident upon vi )

Note: Throughout this paper, there will not be any inclusions of colourless edges in figures and
illustrations of graphs. However, any graph that satisfies the definition of a complete graph,
would nevertheless be still considered a complete graph by definition. All games and strategies
discussed throughout this paper is under the assumption that both players play optimally (i.e.
with the intention of winning and not enabling the other player to win)
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1.2

Description of Ramsey’s Game

Ramsey’s Game is a two-player game combinatorial game played on a finite, complete
graph Kn of n vertices, where n ∈ ℕ and n > 3. An example of such a graph K6 is illustrated
below in Fig. 1-1.

Fig. 1-1: Graph of K6
At the start of the game, all e ∈ Kn are colourless. The two players take turns, whereby
during each player’s turn, that player selects a colourless e ∈ Kn and colours e. Each player may
only colour all e ∈ Kn they have chosen this way with a single, unique colour that is
distinguishable from that of the other player. The player that first introduces an edge such that a
monochromatic D3 in the graph of Kn forms this way wins the game.
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Fig. 1-2: Monochromatic D3 in K6
Fig. 1-2 illustrates a possible graph obtained after the fourth move of the starting player.
In the following scenario, the starting player has formed a monochromatic D3 in the graph of K6
first, and has hence won the following game. Note that the monochromatic D3 in the graph
illustrated in Fig. 1-2 above is formed by the three monochromatic edges e (v1 , v2) , e (v2 , v4)
and e (v1 , v4).
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The extended form of Ramsey’s Game can be defined as (Dm , n), where two players play
on a finite, complete graph Kn of n vertices, where n ∈ ℕ and n > 3. However, instead of
obtaining a monochromatic D3 to win the game, a monochromatic Dm is required to be obtained
to win the game (m ≥ 3).
Fig. 1-3 below illustrates a possible game of (D4 , 6), where the starting player has
formed a monochromatic D4, winning the game. Note that the monochromatic D4 in the graph
illustrated in Fig. 1-3 below is formed by the four monochromatic edges e (v1 , v2) , e (v2 , v4) ,
e (v4 , v3) and e (v3 , v1).

Fig. 1-3: Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , 6)
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2

Literature review
Garsarch et al. (2014) showed how the starting player will win for Ramsey's Game of

(D3 , n) for all n ≥ 5 through computer simulations and proving the viability of a two phase
strategy involving several cases. However, the strategy that was illustrated is overly complicated
and does not explicitly outline the turns required for the starting player to win, but rather defines
a lemma which describes the conditions needed to be fulfilled for the starting player to win, as
well as why the conditions will always be satisfied. In the same paper, several open problems
were provided, including the misère version of the game, where both players avoid making a
graph in their own colour. They explored the possibility of strategies for the general Ramsey’s
Game of (Dm , n), which encouraged the exploration of such games for the following report. In
their open problem sections at the end of the paper, they suggested finding the minimum number
of vertices required to win a Ramsey’s Game of (Dm , n) for m > 3 and n > m, which inspired our
second research question.
The strategy for the misère version of Ramsey’s Game was explored by W. Slany (1999),
and the misère version of Ramsey’s Game (K3 , 6) was rigorously proved. (Note that K3 = D3 ).
Apart from proving the misère version of Ramsey’s Game (K3 , 6), the general misère version of
Ramsey’s Game (Km , n) was also considered. Ramsey’s numbers were also discussed in his
works, which is the smallest possible n for which there will definitely be a monochromatic Km
when Kn is coloured with two colours for all m. It was discussed how Ramsey’s number showed
the minimum n to guarantee a winner for the game of (Km , n). However, for m > 4, Ramsey’s
number is humanly impossible to determine, with Ramsey's number m = 5 having an estimated
range of 43 ≤ n ≤ 49. Therefore, the discussion for the strategy for the game of (Km , n) where m
> 4 were extremely limited, with the exploration of the game of (Dm , n), where players aim to
obtain a monochromatic Dm instead of Km deemed as more feasible for this project.
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3
3.1

Objectives and Research Questions
Objectives

The objectives of this project are to understand the mathematical solution behind
Ramsey’s Game, and investigate the effect of parameters on Ramsey’s Game, through designing
and discovering the proofs to both Ramsey’s game, its general form, and the modified variation
of the misėre of Ramsey’s Game (Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game).
3.2

Research Questions

The research questions are as follows:
1. Which player has a winning strategy for Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n) for all n > 3?
2. Which player has a winning strategy for the general form of Ramsey’s Game of (Dm , n)
for m = 4 and n > m?
3. Which player has a winning strategy for the Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game
of (D3 , n) for all n > 3?
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4
4.1

Results
Research Question 1

Which player has a winning strategy for Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n) for all n > 3?
It was deduced that the starting player has a winning strategy for Ramsey’s Game of
(D3 , n) for all n ≥ 5. A stronger result was discovered concurrently for this research question,
whereby it was concluded that the starting player would win exactly on their fourth turn given
optimal play from both players.
The strategy for the starting player is to obtain a graph Kn with 5 coloured edges after
their third move, which satisfies two conditions, the first being that all three edges the starting
player has coloured are incident upon a common vertex. The second condition is that the two
edges the non-starting player has coloured are not incident upon a common vertex. An example
of such a Kn that the starting player should obtain is illustrated in Fig. 4-1 below.

Fig. 4-1: Example of Kn that satisfies both conditions
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It follows that after the starting player has obtained such a graph after their third move,
they would be able to win by the following move, which is the fourth move.
The proof to the conclusion above is as follows. Suppose without the loss of generality
that the edges the starting player has chosen in the first three turns are e (v1 , v2) , e (v1 , v3) and e
(v1 , v4). Consider e (v2 , v3) , e (v2 , v4) and e (v3 , v4). If one of the following edges is coloured by
the starting player by the subsequent move, they would obtain a monochromatic D3, as illustrated
in Fig. 4-2 below.

Fig. 4-2: Three possible ways for formation of a monochromatic D3
It can be easily deduced that at most one of the three edges is coloured. The non-starting
player has coloured only two edges, thus it is impossible for all three of e (v2 , v3) , e (v2 , v4) and
e (v3 , v4) to be coloured. It is impossible for any two of them to be coloured by the non-starting
player, as that would result in the two edges coloured by the non-starting player this way to share
a common vertex, which is a contradiction with the second condition.
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Fig. 4-3: Example that contradicts the second condition
As such, at least two of e (v2 , v3) , e (v2 , v4) and e (v3 , v4) are colourless. In the
non-starting player’s subsequent move, they are unable to win as the two edges coloured by the
non-starting player in the first two turns are unable to determine two sides of a D3. Therefore, at
the beginning of the starting player’s fourth move, there would be at least one of

e (v2 , v3) , e

(v2 , v4) and e (v3 , v4) that is colourless, and by colouring one of such colourless edges, the
starting player would be able to win the game.
The complete proof that the starting player would always be able to obtain such a graph
Kn with 5 coloured edges after their third move, which satisfies both conditions (All three edges
the starting player has coloured are incident upon a common vertex and the two edges the
non-starting player has coloured are not incident upon a common vertex) for Ramsey’s Game of
(D3 , n) for all n ≥ 5 can be found in Appendix 8.1.
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When n = 4, there does not exist a winning strategy for both players. As shown in Fig.
4-4, a complete graph of 4 vertices has a total of 6 edges, which suggests that each player may
only colour at most three edges throughout the entire game. Under optimal play, after either
player has coloured two edges that is incident upon a common vertex in the respective second
turns, the other player would follow up by colouring the edge incident upon the other two (not
the common) vertices to prevent the opponent from winning in the following move, and as each
player can only colour three edges, both players would be unable to form a monochromatic D3.

Fig. 4-4: The complete graph K4
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4.2

Research Question 2

Which player has a winning strategy for the general form of Ramsey’s Game of (Dm , n) for
m = 4 and n > m?
We have found a strategy for the Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , n) for n ≥ 7 where the starting
player wins within 6 turns. We also claim that at most 7 vertices will be covered when carrying
out the strategy, to be shown below. The strategy is as follows:
On the first turn, the starting player may colour any edge of the graph. The non-starting
player will proceed to take their turn.
On the second turn, if the first edge coloured by the starting player is already incident
with the first edge coloured by the non-starting player, the starting player creates a path of 2
edges by colouring the edge between the non-included vertex and a new, unoccupied vertex.
Otherwise, create a path of 2 edges by colouring the edge between one of the vertices of the
starting player’s first edge and one of the vertices of the non-starting player’s first edge. The
non-starting player will proceed to take their turn.
Note that this move will always create the same configuration of coloured edges, shown
in the figure below. The vertices shall be labelled v1, v2, v3, … , v7 as shown in the figure as well,
without loss of generality.
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Fig. 4-5: The default configuration after the starting player’s second turn
On the third turn, there are 4 main cases to consider:
● Case 1: The non-starting player colours e (v2, v4) on their second turn.
● Case 2: The non-starting player colours the edge between two exposed vertices on their
second turn.
● Case 3: The non-starting player colours the edge between e (v1, v3) on their second turn.
● Case 4: The non-starting player colours an edge other than the three listed above on their
second turn.
Case 1: The non-starting player colours e (v2, v4) on their second turn.
Following the labelling of vertices given in Fig. 4-5, if the non-starting player colours
e (v2, v4), the starting player shall colour e (v1, v5).
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Fig 4-6: The configuration of the first case after the non-starting player’s second turn
This forms an incomplete D4 with the vertices v3, v2, v1, v5 in the starting player’s colour.
The non-starting player will now colour e (v3, v5) in their colour to prevent the starting player
from winning on their next turn. We can assume this is the action the non-starting player will
take, as otherwise the starting player will definitely win on the next turn since the non-starting
player is unable to win on this turn.
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Fig 4-7: The configuration of the first case after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn of the first case, the first player will have to colour e (v2, v5) as there
exists an incomplete D4 with the vertices v2, v4, v3, v5 in the non-starting player’s colour. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v1, v3) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v1, v5, v2, v3 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 4-8: The configuration of the first case after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn of the first case, the starting player colours the edge between v5 and an
exposed vertex. Let it be v6 without loss of generality. The non-starting player is now faced with
three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v5, v6; v3, v2, v5, v6; and v2, v1, v5, v6, with
missing edges e (v1, v6), e (v3, v6) and e (v2, v6) respectively.
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Fig 4-9: The configuration of the first case after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 2: The non-starting player colours the edge between two exposed vertices on their second
turn.
If the non-starting player colours the edge between two exposed vertices, let it be e (v5,
v6) without loss of generality. The starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v5).
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Fig 4-10: The configuration of the second case after the non-starting player’s second turn
This forms an incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v5 in the starting player’s colour.
The non-starting player will now colour e (v1, v5) in their colour to prevent the starting player
from winning on their next turn.
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Fig 4-11: The configuration of the second case after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn of the second case, the starting player colours e (v5, v7) to extend their
path of edges. The non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 4-12: The configuration of the second case after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn of the second case, the starting player colours e (v2, v5). The non-starting
player is now faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v5, v7; v3, v2,
v5, v7; and v1, v2, v5, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 4-13: The configuration of the second case after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 3: The non-starting player colours the edge between e (v1, v3) on their second turn.
If the non-starting player colours the edge between e (v1, v3), the starting player will
colour the edge e (v1, v5).
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Fig 4-14: The configuration of the third case after the non-starting player’s second turn
This forms an incomplete D4 with the vertices v3, v2, v1, v5 in the starting player’s colour.
The non-starting player will now colour e (v3, v5) in their colour to prevent the starting player
from winning on their next turn.
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Fig 4-15: The configuration of the third case after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn of the third case, the starting player colours e (v5, v6) to extend their
path of edges. The non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v6) as there exists an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v2, v1, v5, v6 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 4-16: The configuration of the third case after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn of the third case, the starting player colours e (v2, v5). The non-starting
player is now faced with 2 incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v5, v6 and v3, v2, v5,
v6, with missing edges e (v1, v6) and e (v3, v6) respectively.
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Fig 4-17: The configuration of the third case after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour both of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 4: The non-starting player colours an edge other than the three listed above on their second
turn.
For any other move the non-starting player makes on their second turn, the starting player
will colour the edge e (v3, v6).
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Fig 4-18: An example of the configuration of the fourth case after the non-starting player’s
second turn
This forms an incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour.
The non-starting player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player
from winning on their next turn.
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Fig 4-19: An example of the configuration of the fourth case after the non-starting player’s third
turn
As the edges coloured for the third and fourth case by the starting player are similar, they
shall be discussed together.
On the fourth turn of the fourth case, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their
path of edges. The non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 4-20: An example of the configuration of the fourth case after the non-starting player’s
fourth turn
On the fifth turn of the fourth case, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting
player is now faced with 3 incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7;
and v1, v2, v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 4-21: An example of the configuration of the fourth case after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
For the sake of the length of the main report, the detailed discussion of every possible
move the non-starting player makes on the second turn for the fourth case will be in the
appendix.
As mentioned earlier, the strategy illustrated above only uses a maximum of 7 vertices,
hence the strategy will also work for n > 7.
Unfortunately, due to the number of cases needed to be considered for the Ramsey’s
Game of (Dm, n) where m > 4, we were unable to find a strategy for these variations.
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4.3

Research Question 3

Which player has a winning strategy for the Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game of
(D3 , n) for all n > 3?
Note: All claims in this section would be proven in Appendix 8.3.
The Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n) is played with a similar set of
rules as Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n), but with two differences in rules. The first modification
affects the colouring of colourless edges, whereby only a single colour may be used to colour any
colourless edges chosen in any turns made by either player, instead of providing two distinct
colours for colouring for the two players. It hence suggests that any three edges chosen and
coloured throughout the game that forms part of a D3 would form a monochromatic D3,
regardless of which player has chosen each of the three edge, as illustrated in Fig. 4-22, whereby
a monochromatic D3 is formed with coloured edges not all coloured by the same player.

Fig. 4-22: Edges of Monochromatic D3 coloured by both players
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The second modification to the rules for the following alternative of Ramsey’s Game is in
regard to the definition of a win and a loss in the game. The player who first colours an edge
such that a monochromatic D3 is formed this way loses the game, instead of winning the game.
For the following research problem, without the loss of generality, we may assume that
all vertices v ∈ Kn lie on a circle, with any two adjacent vertices evenly spaced out on the circle,
as illustrated in Fig. 4-23, and are labelled v1, v2, v4, v5, … , vn in the clockwise direction.

Fig. 4-23: Vertices of K6 evenly spaced out on circle
It was discovered that when n is even, the non-starting player wins when n = 4k, while
the starting player wins when n = 4k + 2 whereby k ∈ ℕ, under optimal play.
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Fig. 4-24: K6 has three (odd number of) edges e (vi , vj) with |i - j| = 0.5n
In the case of K6 in Fig. 4-24, the starting player would have a winning strategy as 6 is in
the form of 4k + 2.

Fig. 4-25: K8 has four (even number of) edges e (vi , vj) with |i - j| = 0.5n
In the case of K8 in Fig. 4-25, the non-starting player would have a winning strategy as 8
is in the form of 4k.
The strategy involves the concept of point symmetry, and the following claim is made:
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Claim 4.3.1: If a player can always choose and colour an edge in each of their turns such
that after their every move, the resulting graph obtained has point symmetry about the centre of
the circle that the vertices of Kn lie on, then that player would have the winning strategy and win
the game.

Fig. 4-26: Example of a graph described in claim 4.1
In Fig. 4-26, observe that the starting player has obtained point symmetry after their
second turn, which satisfies the condition expressed in claim 4.3.1 for their second turn.
In other words, the graph described in claim 4.3.1 must satisfy the following condition
for all coloured edges part of Kn : e (vi , vj) is coloured iff e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) is coloured.
Claim 4.3.2: The proposed winner is always able to follow such a strategy described
below for every move they take.
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The strategy for the proposed winner when it comes to making turns is as follows. If the
other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n, the proposed winner would follow up by
colouring e (v{i

+ 0.5n}

, v{j + 0.5n}). If the proposed winner ends their previous turn with a graph

having point symmetry, they would be able to end their current turn with a graph having point
symmetry this way.

Fig. 4-27: Example of proposed winner maintaining point symmetry (1)
As shown in Fig. 4-27, the figure on the left illustrates the graph after the starting player’s
second move. Notice that this graph has point symmetry. Thereafter, the non-starting player
colours edge e (v3 , v4), and the starting player follows up by colouring e (v6 , v1). By making the
following move, point symmetry is obtained again after the starting player’s third move. This
puts the starting player in a position for winning by claim 4.3.1.
Otherwise, if |i - j| = 0.5n, the proposed winner would follow up by choosing vertices vp
and vq such that p, q, i, j are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n as well. Note
that for any |i - j| = 0.5n, the edge e (vi , vj) has point symmetry about the centre of the circle. If
the proposed winner ends their previous turn with a graph having point symmetry, they would be
able to end their current turn with a graph having point symmetry this way.
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Fig. 4-28: Example of proposed winner maintaining point symmetry (2)
As shown in Fig. 4-28, the figure on the left illustrates the graph after the starting player’s
second move. Notice that this graph has point symmetry. Thereafter, the non-starting player
colours edge e (v3 , v6), and the starting player follows up by colouring e (v2 , v5). By making the
following move, point symmetry is obtained again after the starting player’s third move. This
puts the starting player in a position for winning by claim 4.3.1. (Note that at the end of the
non-starting player’s second move, point symmetry is obtained as well)
Notice that if the following claim is proven, the proposed winner would always be able
to obtain a graph described in claim 4.3.1.
The outline of the solution to Research Question 3 is thus as follows:
The non-starting player has a winning strategy when n = 4k, while the starting player has
a winning strategy when n = 4k + 2 whereby k ∈ ℕ, under optimal play.
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When n = 4k + 2, the starting player colours an edge e (vi , vj) with |i - j| = 0.5n during the
end of their first turn. For each of the subsequent turn cycles (a turn cycle is a turn taken by the
other player followed by a turn taken by the proposed winner), the starting player (1) colours e
(v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) if the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n or (2) choose vertices
vp and vq such that p, q, i, j are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n if the
other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| = 0.5n. We claim that the starting player is always
able to do so by the proof for claim 4.3.2 in appendix 8.3, and thus always able to obtain a graph
with point symmetry after their every turn. We show, through the proof for claim 4.3.1 in
appendix 8.3 that the starting player would never lose if they are always able to obtain a graph
with point symmetry after their every turn. Thus, the starting player would have the winning
strategy when n = 4k + 2.
When n = 4k, for each of the subsequent turn cycles, the non-starting player (1) colours e
(v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) if the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n or (2) choose vertices
vp and vq such that p, q, i, j are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n if the
other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| = 0.5n. We claim that the non-starting player is
always able to do so by the proof for claim 4.3.2 in appendix 8.3, and thus always able to obtain
a graph with point symmetry after their every turn. We show, through the proof for claim 4.3.1 in
appendix 8.3 that the non-starting player would never lose if they are always able to obtain a
graph with point symmetry after their every turn. Thus, the non-starting player would have the
winning strategy when n = 4k.
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5

Conclusion
For Research Question 1, a strategy for the starting player was found for Ramsey’s Game

of (D3 , n) for all n > 4, with a stronger result that the starting player would win on exactly their
fourth turn given optimal play, while both players have no winning strategy when n = 4.
For Research Question 2, a strategy for the general form of Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , n)
was discovered, which could apply to a significantly wider range of Ramsey’s Game.
For Research Question 3, a strategy was discovered for Monochromatic Misėre of
Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n) when n is even, but no applicable strategy was discovered in this
project when n is odd, which is a limitation of this project.
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Future Extensions

There are two possible future extensions for the following project (apart from providing a
winning strategy for research question 3 when n is odd):
1. Expanding Ramsey’s Game and Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game to games of
(Dm , n) where m > 4 and m > 3 respectively.
2. Removing the restrictions that both players have to colour edges chosen with the same
colour for the Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game, and apply the colouring rules
for the original Ramsey’s Game. (Note this would result in the actual misère version of
Ramsey’s Game being played)
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8
8.1

Appendix
Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n), n ≥ 5
In section 4.1, it was claimed that the starting player would always be able to obtain a

graph Kn with 5 coloured edges after their third turn, which satisfies the conditions that all three
edges the starting player has coloured are incident upon a common vertex and that the two edges
the non-starting player has coloured are not incident upon a common vertex, with an example of
such a graph illustrated in Fig. 8-1 below.

Fig. 8-1: Example of Kn that satisfies both conditions
We have discussed the relevance of the starting player obtaining such a graph Kn with 5
coloured edges after their third move as a winning strategy by proving that if they are able to
obtain such a graph at the end of their third turn, they would be able to win on the following turn
without allowing the other player to win on the third turn in section 4.1. To complete the proof of
the winning strategy, the claim that the starting player would always be able to obtain such a
graph at the end of their third turn must be proven.
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Proof for claim in section 4.1:
The starting player selects any two vertices vi , vj ∈ Kn and colours e (vi , vj) in the first
turn. There are two possible ways of colouring an edge for the non-starting in their first turn after
the starting player has coloured e (vi , vj). The first way is to colour an edge e such that e and
e (vi , vj) are incident upon a common vertex, while the second way is to colour e such that e and
e (vi , vj) are not incident upon a common vertex.

Fig. 8-2 (left): e and e (vi , vj) are incident upon a common vertex, vi
Fig. 8-3 (right): e and e (vi , vj) are not incident upon a common vertex
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First Case: The non-starting player colours e in the first turn such that e and e (vi , vj) are incident
upon a common vertex.
Without the loss of generality, suppose vi is the common vertex e and e (vi , vj) are
incident upon. Let the other vertex e is incident upon be vm and hence e = e (vi , vm). The starting
player can select another vertex vp ∈ Kn and colour e (vi , vp) in their second turn, and the graph
obtained at the end of the starting player’s second turn is illustrated below in Fig. 8-4.

Fig. 8-4: Graph obtained at the end of the starting player’s second turn
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As the non-starting player is playing optimally, they must colour e (vj , vp) in their second
turn to prevent the starting player from colouring e (vj , vp) and obtaining a monochromatic D3 in
the subsequent turn, as illustrated in Fig. 8-5.

Fig. 8-5: Non-starting player having to colour e (vj , vp)
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On the starting player’s third turn, they would be able to choose another vertex vq ∈ Kn
and colour e (vi , vq). At this juncture, the starting player has obtained a graph at the end of their
turn that satisfies the conditions that all three edges they have coloured are incident upon a
common vertex and that the two edges their opponent has coloured are not incident upon a
common vertex as illustrated in Fig. 8-6.

Fig. 8-6: Starting player obtaining the desired graph after their third turn
This thus suggests that the starting player would always be able to obtain such a graph
that satisfies both conditions at the end of their third turn if the non-starting player colours e in
the first turn such that e and e (vi , vj) are incident upon a common vertex.
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Second Case: The non-starting player colours e such that e and e (vi , vj) are not incident upon a
common vertex.
Without the loss of generality, suppose that e = e (vp , vq), whereby i, j, p, q are distinct.
The starting player can select another vertex vm ∈ Kn and colour e (vi , vm) in their second turn,
and the graph obtained at the end of the starting player’s second turn is illustrated below in Fig.
8-7.

Fig. 8-7: Graph obtained at the end of the starting player’s second turn
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As the non-starting player is playing optimally, they must colour e (vj , vm) in their second
turn to prevent the starting player from colouring e (vj , vm) and obtaining a monochromatic D3 in
the subsequent turn, as illustrated in Fig. 8-8.

Fig. 8-8: Non-starting player having to colour e (vj , vm)
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On the starting player’s third turn, they would be able to colour either e (vi , vp) or
e (vi , vq). At this juncture, the starting player has obtained a graph at the end of their turn that
satisfies the conditions that all three edges they have coloured are incident upon a common
vertex and that the two edges their opponent has coloured are not incident upon a common vertex
as illustrated in Fig. 8-9 and Fig. 8-10.

Fig. 8-9 (left): Starting player colours e (vi , vp)
Fig. 8-10 (right): Starting player colours e (vi , vq)
Both figures show starting player obtaining the desired graph after their third turn

This thus suggests that the starting player would always be able to obtain such a graph
that satisfies both conditions at the end of their third turn if the non-starting player colours e such
that e and e (vi , vj) are not incident upon a common vertex.
This completes the proof for the claim in section 4.1.
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8.2

Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , n) for n ≥ 7
It is easily seen that after the starting player’s second turn, the diagram, without loss of

generality, will look like the one shown in the figure below.

Fig. 8-11: The default configuration after the starting player’s second turn
As 3 of the 8 possible moves the non-starting player can perform at this point have
already been discussed in the first, second, and third case in research question 2, the appendix
shall discuss the other 5 cases of moves on the non-starting player’s second turn.
Case 1: The non-starting player colours e (v1, v4).
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Fig 8-12: The configuration of Case 1 after the non-starting player’s second turn
As all moves after this point are either the starting player following the strategy or the
non-starting player being forced to colour a certain edge, illustrating the full game is sufficient to
prove that the strategy works.
On the third turn, the starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v6). This forms an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour. The non-starting
player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player from winning on
their next turn.
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Fig 8-13: The configuration of Case 1 after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their path of edges. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 8-14: The configuration of Case 1 after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting player is now
faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7; and v1, v2,
v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 8-12: The configuration of Case 1 after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 2: The starting player colours the edge between v4 and a exposed vertex (i.e. e (v4, v5)
without loss of generality)
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Fig 8-13: The configuration of Case 2 after the non-starting player’s second turn
As all moves after this point are either the starting player following the strategy or the
non-starting player being forced to colour a certain edge, illustrating the full game is sufficient to
prove that the strategy works.
On the third turn, the starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v6). This forms an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour. The non-starting
player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player from winning on
their next turn.
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Fig 8-14: The configuration of Case 2 after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their path of edges. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 8-15: The configuration of Case 2 after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting player is now
faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7; and v1, v2,
v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 8-16: The configuration of Case 2 after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 3: The starting player colours the edge between v3 and a exposed vertex (i.e. e (v3, v5)
without loss of generality)
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Fig 8-17: The configuration of Case 3 after the non-starting player’s second turn
As all moves after this point are either the starting player following the strategy or the
non-starting player being forced to colour a certain edge, illustrating the full game is sufficient to
prove that the strategy works.
On the third turn, the starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v6). This forms an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour. The non-starting
player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player from winning on
their next turn.
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Fig 8-18: The configuration of Case 3 after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their path of edges. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 8-19: The configuration of Case 3 after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting player is now
faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7; and v1, v2,
v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 8-20: The configuration of Case 3 after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 4: The starting player colours the edge between v1 and a exposed vertex (i.e. e (v1, v5)
without loss of generality)
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Fig 8-21: The configuration of Case 4 after the non-starting player’s second turn
As all moves after this point are either the starting player following the strategy or the
non-starting player being forced to colour a certain edge, illustrating the full game is sufficient to
prove that the strategy works.
On the third turn, the starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v6). This forms an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour. The non-starting
player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player from winning on
their next turn.
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Fig 8-22: The configuration of Case 4 after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their path of edges. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 8-23: The configuration of Case 4 after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting player is now
faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7; and v1, v2,
v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 8-24: The configuration of Case 4 after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
Case 5: The starting player colours the edge between v2 and a exposed vertex (i.e. e (v2, v5)
without loss of generality)
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Fig 8-25: The configuration of Case 5 after the non-starting player’s second turn
As all moves after this point are either the starting player following the strategy or the
non-starting player being forced to colour a certain edge, illustrating the full game is sufficient to
prove that the strategy works.
On the third turn, the starting player will colour the edge e (v3, v6). This forms an
incomplete D4 with the vertices v1, v2, v3, v6 in the starting player’s colour. The non-starting
player will now colour e (v1, v6) in their colour to prevent the starting player from winning on
their next turn.
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Fig 8-26: The configuration of Case 5 after the non-starting player’s third turn
On the fourth turn, the starting player colours e (v6, v7) to extend their path of edges. The
non-starting player is now forced to colour e (v2, v7) as there exists an incomplete D4 with the
vertices v2, v3, v5, v7 in the starting player’s colour.
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Fig 8-27: The configuration of Case 5 after the non-starting player’s fourth turn
On the fifth turn, the starting player colours e (v2, v6). The non-starting player is now
faced with three incomplete D4 in the starting player’s colour: v1, v2, v6, v7; v3, v2, v6, v7; and v1, v2,
v6, v3, with missing edges e (v1, v7), e (v3, v7) and e (v1, v3) respectively.
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Fig 8-28: The configuration of Case 5 after the starting player’s fifth turn
As the non-starting player is unable to colour all three of the edges in one turn, and the
non-starting player does not have a move that allows them to win, the starting player is able to
colour one of the aforementioned edges on the sixth turn, winning the game.
As all possible cases for the Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , n) for n = 7 have been discussed, the
strategy has been proven to work. The strategy would apply for the Ramsey’s Game of (D4 , n)
for n ≥ 7, as vertices vi where i > 7 will be left exposed.
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8.3

Monochromatic Misėre of Ramsey’s Game of (D3 , n), n even
Two claims were introduced in section 4.3. The two claims discussed were:

Claim 4.3.1: If a player can always choose and colour an edge in each of their turns such that
after their every move, the resulting graph obtained has point symmetry about the centre of the
circle that the vertices of Kn lie on, then that player would have the winning strategy and win the
game.
Claim 4.3.2: The proposed winner is always able to follow such a strategy described below for
every move they take:
(1) If the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n, the proposed winner would follow
up by colouring e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n})
(2) If the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| = 0.5n, the proposed winner would follow
up by choosing vertices vp and vq such that p, q, i, j are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that
|p - q| = 0.5n
Proof for claim 4.3.2:
Suppose otherwise, that is after some turns, the proposed winner is first unable to either:
(1) colour e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) when the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n in
their previous turn or
(2) choose vertices vp and vq such that p, q, i, j are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p q| = 0.5n when the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| = 0.5n in their previous turn
despite following the winning strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2 for all previous turns. (It is
obvious that this situation cannot happen in the proposed winner’s first turn)
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First Case: The proposed winner is first unable to colour e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) when the other
player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n in their previous turn, some turns after following
the winning strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2.
As the other player is able to colour e (vi , vj) in the previous turn but the proposed winner
is unable to colour e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) in their current turn, this suggests that e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n})
is coloured before e (vi , vj) is coloured.
If e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) were to be coloured by the proposed winner previously, whereby
e (vi , vj) is not yet coloured, the graph would not have point symmetry as e (vi , vj) is obtained by
the rotation of e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) about the centre of the circle by 180o. This suggests that at the
end of that turn of the proposed winner, point symmetry is not obtained, but this is a
contradiction with the fact that the proposed winner is able to follow the strategy outlined in
claim 4.3.2 before the point where e (vi , vj) is coloured, and would have obtained a graph with
point symmetry after that move.
If e (v{i

, v{j + 0.5n}) were to be coloured by the other player, the proposed winner

+ 0.5n}

would have coloured e (vi , vj) based on the winning strategy to obtain a graph with point
symmetry, which is a clear contradiction with the other player being able to colour e (vi , vj).
Thus, it is impossible for the proposed winner to be unable to unable to colour
e (v{i

+ 0.5n}

, v{j

) when the other player colours e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n in their

+ 0.5n}

previous turn.
Second Case: The proposed winner is first unable to choose vertices vp and vq such that p, q, i, j
are all distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n when the other player colours
e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| = 0.5n in their previous turn, some turns after following the winning
strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2.
We claim that the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be
coloured decreases by zero or two in every turn cycle (a turn taken by the other player followed
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by a turn taken by the proposed winner), given that the proposed winner is able to follow the
winning strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2.
In a turn cycle, the number of such colourless e would obviously decrease by two if both
players colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n.
If the other player would colour e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠ 0.5n and such a turn does not
affect the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured, the
proposed winner’s coloured edge, e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) would not affect the number of colourless
e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured.
Suppose that the proposed winner’s coloured edge would affect the number of colourless
e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured. Suppose that one such colourless e (vi ,
v{i + 0.5n}) can no longer be coloured (Note this edge and e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) must be incident
upon a common vertex). This suggests that e (vi , v{j + 0.5n}) is coloured as well. However, if e (vi ,
v{j + 0.5n}) is coloured before e (vi , vj) is coloured, e (vj , v{i + 0.5n}) would be coloured as well within
that turn cycle whereby e (vi , v{j + 0.5n}) is coloured as the first part of claim 4.3.2 would have been
followed. This suggests that when the other player colours e (vi , vj), the number of colourless e
(vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, the conclusion follows that if the other player would colour e (vi , vj) such that
|i - j| ≠ 0.5n and such a turn does not affect the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| =
0.5n which can be coloured, the proposed winner’s coloured edge, e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) would not
affect the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured and
within this turn cycle, the number of such colourless e which can be coloured would decrease by
zero in this scenario.
In the final scenario, whereby the other player would colour e (vi , vj) such that |i - j| ≠
0.5n and such a turn does affect the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which
can be coloured, the number of such e which can be coloured would decrease by two.
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Firstly, the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured
can only decrease by one or two after the other player’s turn, as the only two colourless e (apart
from all other such edges that cannot be coloured even before the current turn cycle) that may no
longer be able to be coloured by both players are e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) and e (vj , v{j + 0.5n}) as illustrated
in Fig. 8-29.

Fig. 8-29: Only two of such edges may no longer be able to be coloured
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Secondly, suppose that e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) can no longer be coloured by both players as a
result of e (vi , vj) being coloured. This suggests that e (v{i + 0.5n} , vj) is already coloured and as the
proposed winner has followed the strategy outlined in the first part of claim 4.3.2 thus far, e (v{i +
0.5n}

, vj) and e (v{j + 0.5n} , vi) would have been coloured in a turn cycle before the current turn cycle

as illustrated in Fig. 8-30.

Fig. 8-30: Two of such edges are no longer able to be coloured
The proposed winner would follow up the other player’s turn by colouring e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j
), completing the turn cycle. Note that at this point, both e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) and e (vj , v{j + 0.5n})

+ 0.5n}

cannot be coloured, and the colouring of e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) would not affect any other such
edges e (vp , vq) with |p - q| = 0.5n as the only two such edges that can be incident upon a
common vertex with e (v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) is e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) and e (vj , v{j + 0.5n})
Lastly, neither of e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) and e (vj , v{j + 0.5n}) could have already been coloured at
this point. Suppose that e (v{i + 0.5n} , vi) is coloured before the current turn cycle and the other
player colours e (vi , vj) in the current turn cycle. The only edge e (vp , vq) with |p - q| = 0.5n
which can be affected and no longer being able to be coloured is e (vj , v{j + 0.5n}), which suggests
that e (v{j + 0.5n} , vi) and hence e (v{i + 0.5n} , vj) would have been coloured, but this is a contradiction
with the fact that e (v{i

+ 0.5n}

, vj), e (vi , vj) and e (v{i

+ 0.5n}

, vi) would have formed a

monochromatic D3 and that hence, the other player would not have coloured e (vi , vj) in the first
place.
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This completes the proof that the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n
which can be coloured decreases by zero or two in every turn cycle (a turn taken by the other
player followed by a turn taken by the proposed winner), given that the proposed winner is able
to follow the winning strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2.
Notice that at the end of the proposed winner’s first turn, the number of colourless e (vp ,
vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured is even. If n = 4k + 2, the proposed winner (the
starting player) would colour an edge e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n in their first turn, and the
number of colourless edge e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured decreases by
1 from an odd number of such colorless edges initially. If n = 4k, the proposed winner would
follow the winning strategy outlined in claim 4.3.2 and is able to do so (as it is the first turn) and
the number of colourless edge e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n that can be coloured would
decrease by either zero or two from an even number of such edges initially.
In every subsequent turn cycle, the number of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n
which can be coloured decreases by two or zero, suggesting that the number of such edges at the
end of the proposed winner’s turn would always be even as long as the winning strategy outlined
in claim 4.3.2 is followed.
If the proposed winner is first unable to choose vertices vp and vq such that p, q, i, j are all
distinct and colour e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n when the other player colours e (vi , vj) such
that |i - j| = 0.5n in their previous turn, they would end their previous turn with an even number
of colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured. After the other player’s
turn, the number of such colourless edges would be odd, which suggests that there is at least one
colourless e (vp , vq) such that |p - q| = 0.5n which can be coloured at the start of the turn
whereby the proposed winner is first unable to satisfy the second part of claim 4.3.2, which is a
contradiction as there would be at least one such colourless edge that can be coloured (Note that
zero is not an odd number).
This completes the proof for claim 4.3.2.
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Proof for claim 4.3.1:
Note that clearly, it is impossible for the game to end with the draw. In fact, the game
should end by the time the ⌊0.25n2⌋-th edge of the graph is coloured (by Mantel’s theorem). As
such, in order to prove that a player would win if they are always able to obtain a graph with
point symmetry after every of their turns, we shall prove that a player would never lose if they
are always able to obtain a graph with point symmetry after every of their turns.
Suppose otherwise, that is it is possible for a player to lose the game by being forced to
form a monochromatic D3 despite ending their every turn thus far with a graph with point
symmetry. Suppose that the player lost the game as a result of forming monochromatic D3 with
edges e (vi , vj), e (vm , vj) and e (vm , vi). This is however, not possible as due to point symmetry, e
(v{i + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}), e (v{m + 0.5n} , v{j + 0.5n}) and e (v{m + 0.5n} , v{i + 0.5n}) would have been coloured,
forming a monochromatic D3 before the player’s current move, and the game should have
already ended, which contradicts that the game is still ongoing as of the player’s current move.
This completes the proof for claim 4.3.1.
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